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1 Introduction

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are complex systems
with tight composition of computation, communica-
tions and control technologies. The modeling and anal-
ysis that act an important part of the model-driven
system of systems (SoS) development play also a great
significant role in CPS. Scheduling algorithms are an
important part of CPS model design. With the in-
creasing number of system service tasks, CPS needs
to complete computing, control, and communication in
a limited amount of time. The newly added physical
devices and newly generated system services will im-
pose higher time requirements on task scheduling cal-
culations. To adapt to such conditions, CPS applica-
tion system often adopt machine learning techniques to
eliminate the need for unnecessary redesign. In this pa-
per, we present machine learning method for time task
scheduling based on the Simple and Proximate Time
Model (SPTimo) framework for to solve the problem of
efficient scheduling when the system scale is expanded.

2 The SPTimo Framework

There are different systems in one CPS application sys-
tem, which is called platform. Each platform has dif-
ferent devices that generate the tasks. The allocated
result is called schedule, while the allocating process
is called scheduling which is conducted by a scheduler
equipped in the system. The operation generated by
each device is called a time task. The SPTimo Frame-
work structure is included three sub-models, named as
computation model, control model and communication
model. A service request requires connecting different
platforms in a specific order.

3 Machine Learning for Task Scheduling

Machine Learning (ML) was introduced in the late
1950’s as a technique artificial intelligence (AI). In the
last decade, machine learning techniques have been
used extensively for a wide range of tasks including
classification, regression and density estimation in a
variety of application areas networks. For event task
scheduling algorithms, there are First in First Out
(FIFO), Shortest Job First (SJF), Round Robin (RR),
Priority First (PF), and so on. For CPS application,

Figure 1SPTimo Framework

there are many tasks that are required in real time.
So, time task scheduling algorithms, there are Earli-
est Deadline First (EDF), Least Laxity First (LLF)
etc. The CPS is a complex system with a motivation
of supporting more intelligent decision-making and au-
tonomous control. Here, machine learning is important
to extract the different levels of abstractions needed to
perform the AI tasks with limited human intervention.
Different scheduling algorithms have different results
and different efficiency for meeting the same task re-
quirements. As Fig.1 shown, the time task database
is as the training database for ML. At the first, we
choose the Decision Tree (DT), which a classification
method for predicting labels of data by iterating the in-
put data through a learning tree. During this process,
the feature properties are compared relative to decision
conditions to reach a specific category.

4 Conclusion

The role of machine learning in CPS system task
scheduling was discussed in this paper. A task schedul-
ing database and algorithm flow based on machine
learning are designed.
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